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ONPLATA’s 2015 Annual Report shows the main objectives set for the financial year: to
move towards a second capital replenishment, and to complete the necessary requirements
for getting a credit risk rating that provides FONPLATA with the essential tools to fully operate as a development bank in the sub-region.
In 2015, all targets of the plan for implementing the new FONPLATA model of institutional
management were met. That new institutional management model was approved in 2013
by the Board of Governors, when the 2013-2022 Institutional Strategic Plan (PEI) was also
approved, and an increase in approvals until reaching US$ 250 million per year over a period
of 10 years was agreed.
The improvements implemented so far were consistent with the best international policies
and practices, in accordance with prudent risk management.
In 2015, US$ 284 million for new operations for the member countries was approved, which
added to the amount approved in 2014, represents an annual average of US$ 255 million for
the biennium, an amount above the annual target for 2013. These operations are consistent
with the strategic objectives set out in FONPLATA’s mission statement and new Vision, and
in compliance with the diversification and medium-term exposure parameters set.
Over the last 5 years (2011-2015), since the establishment of the new FONPLATA model
for institutional management by the Board of Governors, new loans were approved for US$
904.6 million, an amount higher than all approvals in the previous 30 years.
From the point of view of the financial and capital strength, the Financial Statements presented herein show no restrictions. There are no loans placed in non-accrual status, which
confirms FONPLATA’s status as a preferred creditor institution. The portfolio of loans receivable is fully recovered within the stipulated time limits and net income are as expected in the
policy.

Letter from the executive president

Administrative efficiency remains at previous year’s level as a result of organizational developments, the recruitment of qualified professional staff, and technological advances, which
together enabled to maintain a positive balance among the quality operations, streamlined
procedures, and appropriate transaction costs throughout the project cycle. At the same
time, impaired transaction costs imposed by the countries stand out, due to further delays
to give practical effect to the loans approved by the Executive Board of Directors, mainly
linked to deadlines for ratification of signatures by the member countries and to first disbursements.
Disbursements continue to reflect the type of projects predominantly approved (physical
infrastructure), associated with extended implementation deadlines, which have been reduced due to a more professional management of disbursements and project monitoring.
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All risk tolerance limits under the policies were complied with, policies that were developed
according to the best practices applicable to Development Banks. Policy compliance is regularly monitored and verified by the appropriate internal committees. Current liquidity is sufficient to fulfill all applicable obligations in the next 12 months, and does not constitute a
stress factor for the realization of business plans in the short term. Meanwhile, solvency
indicators are satisfactory.

By way of conclusion, FONPLATA closes the 2015 fiscal year having implemented all reforms
under the PEI 2013, with an increased project portfolio above the targets set and moving
on into a second Capital Replenishment. This will enable to expand moderately the longterm business profile set to an average amount of approvals of US$ 323 million annually until
2024, and will give stability and predictability to the growth achieved by the organization to
continue the expansion of net benefits to the member countries.

In addition, a management-by-objectives control system is in place, with specific goals and
indicators established under the PEI strategic perspectives. Such management by objectives
is regularly monitored and informed based on a Results Matrix committed to FONPLATA’s
governance. Management by objectives results in the creation of annual and triennial Business Plans that include the planning in line with the strategic cycles in which the management commitments made by the organization are put into practice.

The decision of moving onto a new capitalization reaffirms the supportive and co-operative
model, which supports the regional integration and development strategy of our member
countries and which gave rise to FONPLATA. Further, it ensures the preservation of a stable
flow of funding in the long term and a competitive cost, which are key elements for the
implementation of projects designed to support an equitable development at sub regional
levels, which constitutes the very core of FONPLATA’s mission.

As regards the effectiveness for the member countries, results confirm the maintenance of
net capital flows favorable to the countries; the financial conditions of competitive and convenient transactions; maximum limits of approvals reached with preferential interest rate for
the relatively less developed countries; and the alignment with the geographical integration
and inclusion that defines FONPLATA’s mission. In this way, operations in areas with fewer
socio-economic opportunities are prioritized, especially interior and border areas, placing emphasis on small and medium-sized projects.

The ultimate goal of the 2016 financial year will be that the institutional transformation
achieved by FONPLATA continues to result in enhanced credibility, recognition and trust in
FONPLATA’s management and strategic goal fulfillment, in both the countries and markets
in which it operates, translating in stable and desirable financial conditions of operations. In
particular, this will enable us to reach a favorable credit rating that make it possible to provide
better conditions for borrowers and strengthen the strategy to diversify long-term funding
sources, while raising FONPLATA’s profile as a Development Bank to conveniently consider the accession of new member countries and diversify strategic alliances between peers’
bodies.

According to the medium-term Business Program approved in 2015, FONPLATA had a potential portfolio demand in the range of US$ 1,300 million that was not in line with the capital
available to meet the approvals target set by the Governors of US$ 250 million annually beyond 2017.
This led FONPLATA to consider a second capital replenishment as mandated by the Board of
Governors in 2013, which had also provided for a medium-term evaluation to consider this
option in the event the business volume target increased and the risk of constrained lending
capacity to meet the demand for credits would exist.
In September 2015, that evaluation was submitted to the Board of Governors informing on
the need to implement the second capital replenishment as of 2017. With the recommendations of the Board of Governors, the capital replenishment proposal was submitted for the
Governor’s consideration in December 2015, to be able to meet the regular time limits for the
ratification by every member country throughout 2016.

Juan E. Notaro Fraga
EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT

This new capital replenishment proposes the paying in of US$ 1,375 million (US$ 550 million
in cash) in order to increase the lending capacity that will enable to appropriately meet FONPLATA demands. Given that, FONPLATA’s capital would increase to more than US$ 3,000
million, 6 times greater than FONPLATA’s subscribed capital in 2013.
This decision shall reaffirm the support and confidence of the member countries during this
new stage, also consolidating FONPLATA’s sustainable, long-term growth.
Member countries will benefit from the approval of this Second Capital Replenishment,
which will allow leveraging more than US$ 3 per US$ 1 paid in cash and contribute to maintain
and expand financing preferential terms, making thus easier to face the new reality of slower
growth in the sub-region and to maintain the progress made. In addition, it will help counterbalance any tightening of the market financing conditions expected in the short term.
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Economic and
social context
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icies. Indebtedness is rising, although there are substantial
differences from country to country. There are few countries with available fiscal space to consider countercyclical
policies and policies to support increased productivity and
investment levels.

he 2014 Annual Report argued that the region economic
context, which had been favorable over the last years and
had enabled a sustained growth and significant social progress, was facing change that would bring new challenges. A
mention was made of a trend toward a slowdown in economic growth in the medium term. Most of the risks anticipated in that document became reality in 2015 and had an
impact on the countries in the region in the same line, even
though the in-depth of the impact varied from country to
country based on their capacity to cope with the situation.
On the positive side, the stronger growth of the United
States economy and lower oil prices gave greater impetus
to oil net-importers or to those countries with strong trading relations with the U.S. However, the rest of the world’s
advanced economies had a divergent performance, which
had a clear impact on slowing global recovery. Economic
growth in Europe and Japan has fallen behind expectations
and is persistently uncertain. In the emerging world, the
historic expansion of China’s economy dropped more than
expected, showing a clear change in this country’s growth
model.
Because of the region’s greater dependence on commodities over the last decade and considering that the prices of
commodities have fallen and will not recover significantly in the medium term, it is unlikely that Latin America can
be a solution to the global low growth. On the contrary,
the countries in the region face higher risks both because
of the reduction in their export earnings, which results in
a shortfall in tax revenue1, and the fall of foreign direct investment, particularly important for the commodity sector. Although new oil prices are an important trading profit
for oil importers, they were accompanied by new rates and
fiscal frameworks high enough to compensate shortfalls in
tax revenue because of growth slowdown.
The gradual recovery of the US economy has led to the
normalization of its monetary policy and, therefore, to
moderate rises in the interest rates of the countries that
fall within the influence of the US dollar. The value of the
US dollar has strengthened and the cost of capital for businesses and governments of our region has risen.
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Taking into account these less dynamic scenarios, and
when the possibilities to turn to other currencies are low,
a debt denominated in dollars usually rises. Therefore, it is
wise to expect that the debt service costs in US dollars will
increase over the coming years, and that the involvement
of the private sector in the financing of public investments
will be necessary if the investment levels achieved by Latin
American countries are to be maintained, for instance, to
reduce infrastructure gaps.
This contrasts with the situation in Europe and Japan,
which are committed to monetary policies defined by low
interest rates.
The inflation levels in the region began to rise due to vulnerabilities from the global context and their impact on
competitiveness. The advantages arising from exchange
valuation of local currencies and low interest rates were
reduced. That is why the choice between expansive monetary policies and anti-inflationary monetary policies has
become even more difficult. To a greater or lesser extent,
countries have used some flexibility in exchange rates to
respond to unfavorable shocks. However, in 2015 inflation
rates started to rise and surpassed the targets in several
countries because of businesses and producers’ concerns
over the economic output. Therefore, foreign exchange instruments will be of limited use in the future.
A further downswing of credit markets is also taking place,
mainly for private banks. In spite of economic volatility, the
banking system and the level of reserves in several countries in the region with different situations helped maintain
stable capital ratios; but these countries will hardly be able
to replace the absence of real economy expansion.
Tax accounts in most countries in the region have been impaired and structural deficits have expanded, thus decreasing the possibility of developing countercyclical policies to
mitigate the impact of the slowdown. On the contrary, it
became necessary for these countries to consolidate their
fiscal positions and focus spending on protecting the progress made in the past in the field of inclusion and social pol-

1 The changes in the prices of commodities exported by the region impact on the trade balance of economies rich in natural resources,
which are heavily dependent on the high volatility of these prices, as well as on public budget, which is highly dependent on export revenues.

All of this has added to the uncertainty of growth forecasts
for the countries in the region and, therefore, of longer term
financial programming. To date, growth forecasts were
lowered in almost all economies. According to ECLAC, on
average Latin America suffered a slight downturn (-0.4%)
in 2015, largely as a result of the recession in larger South
American countries, particularly Brazil, and the volatility
that causes uncertainty over the performance of the world
economy, even though most countries continue to show
modest growth. Latin America recovery is expected to be
moderate for a prolonged period, accompanying the relatively slow growth in the world (somewhat greater than
3%), as a result of the moderate growth in the advanced
economies (approximately 2%). The emerging world is expected to grow by more than 4%, the lowest level since
the 2008 crisis.2 It may not be presumed that the slowdown in other regions of the world will not affect the United States, and that the impact of a lower growth in Europe,
Japan and China will not be significant for Latin America and
the Caribbean.
According to the 2015 Macroeconomic Report on Latin
America and the Caribbean of the Inter-American Development Bank, “over the last decade and a half, the region has
made remarkable progress towards reducing poverty and
improving social indicators. Extreme poverty decreased by
more than one-third, from 19.3% in 2002 to 12% in 2014.
Inequality, as measured by the Gini coefficient, diminished from 0.56 to 0.51. At the same time, child mortality
dropped from 32 deaths per 100,000 live births in 2000,
to 18 in 2013. By 2013, school enrolment rates among children aged 6 to 11 reached 98%, and among adolescents
aged 12 to 17 increased to 87%. Despite the persistence
of gaps between different income levels and demographic
groups, the greatest progress in reducing chronic malnutrition and increasing specific school enrolment rates by age
groups benefited children in the lowest socioeconomic levels. Many of these achievements have been driven by the
substantial increase in public expenditure. The total social
expenditure increased at a much faster rate than the GDP.
In fact, over the 2000-2014 period, social expenditure as a
percentage of the GDP increased from 14% to nearly 19%.
In addition, the rapid GDP per capita growth has directly
contributed to improve social performance. Between onethird and one-half of inequality reduction is attributed to
improved wage income of the poor, associated to a faster
growth”.

2 See IMF World Economic Outlook, Update, January 2016.
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The performance of the five River Plate Basin countries has
been declining since 2014 and has been contractionary in
2015, primarily because of the Brazilian recession that, because of the Brazil’s importance, affects development in
all Latin America. In addition, growth of the three relatively less developed countries in the sub region is profoundly
linked to the performance of the two largest countries. To
the difficulties of the Brazilian economy, we have to add
the distortions of Argentina’s economy, that this year underwent a realignment process.

Final consumption
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In a moderate-growth, high-inflation scenario, enhanced
productivity, strategies that offset the fall in public investments due to a more complicated fiscal situation, and the
holding onto social achievements become very important.

GLOBAL SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF THE RIVER
PLATE BASIN (CP) AND LATIN-AMERICAN AND
CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES IN 2014 (% GDP)

78,9 %

Decoupling possibilities for the smaller countries in the
sub-region with regard to the larger ones depend on the
higher price of their exportable goods and the growth of
local and foreign direct investment flows; possibilities that,
as seen above, have currently decreased.

79,1 %

As noted above, the two key sources for social improvement have been the increase in social expenditure above
the GDP and high growth rates. More limited fiscal spaces
and longer periods with modest growth rates may lead to
unsustainable social expenditure, although the situation
varies from one country to another. A key challenge for the
region is now to avoid any steps backwards on the social
progress made. This requires policies developed to ensure a
macroeconomic setting that reduce poverty and inequality
while increasing productivity, efficiency and innovation.
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Operations by
country
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During 2015, FONPLATA approved loans totaling
US$ 70 million dollars in transport infrastructure and
socioeconomic development projects in Argentina.
Priority was given to the integration of the most vulnerable geographic areas with particular emphasis
on border areas, mainly in the north of the country.
With the aim of promoting trade integration through
railways between Argentina and Bolivia, the Belgrano Railway - C15 Stretch was approved, directly
affecting the provinces of Salta and Jujuy. This project aims at rehabilitating and improving the freight
railway transport in the branch line between Perico
(province of Jujuy) and Pocitos (province of Salta),
in order to improve regional competitiveness on the
northern border.
The Belgrano Cargas Railway passes through 14
provinces, and its major aim is to link the provincial
centers of production in Northern Argentina to the
Buenos Aires port and the port terminals in Rosario,
Santa Fe, Barranqueras and Formosa. Additionally,
this railway network enables international railway
connection, as it is included in the Interoceanic Highway that links Argentina to Chile, Bolivia, Paraguay
and Brazil.
On the other hand, FONPLATA approved funding for
the Program for the Development of the Bermejo
River Basin, which has a direct impact on the provinces of Jujuy, Formosa, Salta and Chaco, in the north
of the country. The program seeks the sustainable
development of the Bermejo River Basin, as well as
to improve the quality of life for locals through the
optimization of the surface water management system and the improvement of hydro meteorological
data systems.

Argentina
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In Bolivia, FONPLATA approved funding for equipping the Alcantarí International Airport in the department of Chuquisaca, as well as for the construction
of the road stretch Puente Chimoré-Villa Tunari, in
the Montero-Cristal Mayu dual carriageway (departments of Santa Cruz and Cochabamba) for US$ 55
million.
This project will enable the integration of the Alcantari airport terminal to the airport network nationwide, contributing with high-tech aviation systems
and ensuring safe and continuous airline operations
for larger aircrafts. The project aims at contributing
to the socio-economic development of such Department, and particularly to the commercial and
tourism development of the city of Sucre and surrounding areas.
The project for the construction of the Puente
Chimoré-Villa Tunari road stretch - Montero-Cristal Mayu dual carriageway, contributes to the
sustainable development of the departments of
Cochabamba and Santa Cruz, increasing regional
competitiveness by lowering freight and passenger
transport costs.
The construction of the dual carriageway, with two
parallel one-way lanes, will allow for a more fluid
and safe vehicular traffic, lessening the risk of accidents. Thus, trucks and other heavy vehicles will
reduce their interference in the heavy traffic of light
vehicles.

Bolivia
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While FONPLATA did not approve projects for Brazil in 2015, several operations of the loan program
agreed with Brazilian authorities were prepared.
The planning defined for the triennium 2015-2017
totaled approximately US$ 225 million and encompasses a number of projects in different states in the
country.
These operations include: an urban transport and
mobility project in Criciúma (SC); infrastructure
works in Joinville (SC); a program for the revitalization of the road system aimed at public transportation in the Municipality of Curitiba (PR); a housing
improvement program in Porto Alegre (RS); a project
for the rehabilitation and duplication of state roads
(RS); and a program for neighborhood improvement
in the northern part of Pelotas (RS).

Brazil
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A very active project agenda was promoted in 2015, and
three operations were approved for US$ 163 million. Two of
the projects are part of an integration program with southwest corridors, which include studies for the construction
of accesses and the improvement of the multipurpose port
terminal in Pilar city. The third project is the financing of a
credit line from the Livestock Fund to promote production
and commercialization by small and medium-sized cattle
and milk producers.
The program for the construction of corridors, with road
stretches between Alberdi and Pilar in the departments
of Ñeembucú and Presidente Hayes, is very important for
Paraguay’s regional and international integration, as it will
help resolve the infrastructure deficit in border areas of Paraguay and Argentina. Overcoming such deficit is key for the
entry and exit of goods through the waterway ports in Pilar.
In addition, it is expected to improve the accesses and infrastructure required for a port terminal tailored to current
commercial requirements, and in particular to enable it to
be operational throughout the year without the contingencies arising from depth variations caused by low water
levels of the Paraguay river. For this, it is desirable to have a
paved road to ensure the transit of freight and passengers
on every day of the year.
The program will enhance regional integration, as the Alberdi-Pilar road stretches and the Pilar bypass can be an
import/export corridor, facilitating trade in the ports of Pilar. At the same time, this will save time and transportation
costs (taking into account that the road is significantly reduced in 154 km to Pilar from the capital, Asuncion). It will
also increase tourist activities in the districts of Pilar, Guazú
Cua and Villa Franca; and will increase agricultural and commercial activities by providing shorter travel times and better transport conditions to deliver products to consumer
markets.

Paraguay
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On the other hand, the Livestock Fund will enable small and
medium-sized cattle and milk producers to invest in activities such as fetal retention, genetics, rearing and fattening,
among others. The strategy of the Livestock Fund is to
strengthen internal production chains and to help expand
the Paraguayan livestock sector, as well as to strengthen the favorable international standing achieved in recent
years.
A non-reimbursable technical cooperation project was also
implemented to strengthen the technical and institutional
capacities of the Livestock Fund, with the objective of providing technical support for the designing and formulation
of operations in such a way as to be repositioned as a modern financing institution.
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In 2015, FONPLATA approved operations in Uruguay
for US$ 65 million for the development of transport
infrastructure.
These operations help manage and maintain the
country’s road infrastructure, as they aim to finance
the reconstruction, improvement and safety of priority roads.
Uruguay’s road network is of vital importance for
its economic and social structure, as it is the primary means of transporting citizens, production and
consumer goods. Uruguay aims to maintain its road
network in very good condition in order to boost
the provision of efficient and competitive services
throughout the territory. The economic growth in
the past decade created new load destinations outside the capital city, and resulted in a substantial increase of the tons of cargo transported, which had a
severe impact on the existing road network.
Add to that the funding provided through FONPLATA to the same area since 2012, and we have a total
of US$ 177 million disbursed by the institution for
this purpose over the last four years.

Uruguay
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he results of the fiscal year confirm that the institution has
met the loan approval target for US$ 250 million annually, a goal set by the Board of Governors when approving
capital increase in 2013, paving the way to supporting investments in member countries. The extraordinary support
of Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay was crucial, advancing the
callable capital subscription they were committed to in full,
which they originally would have paid in five annual contributions.
The characteristics of the loans approved in the relevant
year show FONPLATA’s consistency with its mission and
vision, as the portfolio approved was focused on small
and medium-sized projects. This matches the financial dimension of the organization, with an emerging diversification by specialization areas, with a view to promote the
sub-regional geographical integration and therefore with a
high percentage of projects aimed at inland and border areas, which are usually the most disadvantaged. In this way,
FONPLATA has sought to maximize the utilization of the
resources available to reduce socio-economic disparities.
A satisfactory proportionality of resources was achieved
to equally distribute approvals and disbursements among
borrowing countries. The portfolio diversification by country, which ranges as defined by institutional policies, enabled a balance between the objective of providing a greater allocation of lending resources to the member countries,
and the objective of equally distributing the outstanding
loan portfolio.
The results of the fiscal year show an efficient use of the
lending capacity available, above the level reached in 2014,
which had already been significant. Increased transaction
costs were recorded in 2015 due to the significant increase
in the time spent in preparing the approved operations, a
long period over which the portfolio is made active and
the extended time required for the first disbursement.
FONPLATA has responded to this situation by anticipating
implementation problems and enhancing operational efficiency.

a

Net income from operations kept increasing, showing the
organization’s trend ability to produce the reserves required to absorb risks and build assets. Interest rate levels produced returns on productive assets that covered
all operating and investment costs and, at the same time,
enabled lower levels of implied interest rates that member
countries pay on their debt stock.

The profit margin achieved meets the financial policies requirements. Advances in operation efficiencies worked in
favor of such results. This progress included an increase in
productivity because of greater administrative and human
resource efficiency, lower incidence of the undisbursed
portfolio, and a fall of the institution’s break-even point
due to greater organizational and transactional efficiency
achieved.
Member states rely on FONPLATA as their long-term funding source for investments to the extent that they may be
able to benefit from appropriate, competitive and stable
financial conditions as compared to the terms they may
be able to reach in the capital markets. The relatively less
developed member countries have also benefited from
FOCOM (special fund for equalization of operating rates),
that from its implementation in 2014 reached a ratio of use
approaching the ceilings (40% of total annual approvals).
From the perspective of assets and financial strength,
the financial statements accompanying this Annual Report show no restrictions, and there are no loans placed
in non-accrual status, thus confirming thus the preferred
creditor status the Fund holds. The portfolio of loans receivable is fully recovered within the stipulated time limits.
All risk tolerance limits under the institutional policies are
complied with, in accordance with international prudential
practices for an organization such as FONPLATA. Policy
compliance is regularly monitored and verified. Current liquidity is sufficient to fulfill all applicable obligations in the
next 12 months, and does not constitute a stress factor for
the realization of business plans in the short term. Solvency
indicators are high and satisfactory. FONPLATA’s liquidity
investment portfolio is low-risk and held-to-maturity, not
incurring any risks in connection with changes in the market
value.
FONPLATA’s key strengths lie in the support of its member
states, the strict compliance with the limits set out in the
financial, operational and prudential practices and policies,
and in the complementarity established in its mission to expand its activities. With regard to the first of these aspects,
in addition to the strict compliance with the financial commitments made, the support of the member states stands
out providing the institution with long-term sustainability.
In 2016, FONPLATA faces the challenge of gaining a proper
risk rating to consolidate its position as a sub-regional development bank, and to incur additional borrowing against
callable capital in order to meet the increasing liquidity requirements and rapid growth of loan disbursements.
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As at 31 December 2015, FONPLATA’s
subscribed paid-in capital amounted to US$ 1,169.2 million5: US$ 542.5
million in the form of cash, and US$
626.7 million in the form of callable
capital. By the end of 2015, FONPLATA did not require any borrowing
against its callable capital leverage,
as the credit line agreed with CAF
was not used.
By 31 December 2018, when the capitalization schedule will be completed, the capital will amount to US$
1,639.2 million: US$ 799.2 million in
cash (48.8%) y US$ 840 million in
the form of callable capital.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
(thousands of US dollars)

2015

2014

1.639.200

1.639.200

799.200

799.200

Callable capital

840.000

840.000

Subscribed Paid-in Capital

1.169.197

980.315

Cash capital

542.533

495.867

Callable capital

626.664

484.448

Subscribed Capital
Cash capital

b.1.
Lending Sources
b.1.1.
Capital Structure

In 2015, second contributions were made under the capital increase schedule approved by the Board of Governors in August 2013. These contributions totaled
US$ 1,150 million, of which US$ 350 million were in cash and US$ 800 million in the
form of callable capital, maintaining the capital structure resulting from the original share of the member countries as set out in FONPLATA’s Articles of Agreement.3

b.1.2.
Composition of
Net Assets

As at 31 December 2015, member countries have paid-in US$ 93,333,400 in cash,4
which corresponds to the first two annual contributions (26.7% of total amount
committed), and US$ 566,664,000 in the form of callable capital (73.3% of total
amount committed). The above figures reflect the contributions made in advance
by Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay in 2014 and 2015, of the total amount committed
by these countries over the five-year period.

FONPLATA’s net assets as at 31
December 2015 reached US$ 617.5
million, of which US$ 542.3 million are
cash, paid-in capital; US$ 65.7 million
are retained earnings allocated by
the Board of Governors; and US$
9.3 million are unallocated retained
earnings that include the profit/loss
for the fiscal year which amounted
to US$ 6,7 million.
In August 2015, the Board of
Governors approved an allocation to
general reserve of US$ 25.6 million
from unallocated retained earnings
as at 31 December 2014 (US$ 7.7
million), and from reclassified
contingency provisions (US$ 17.8
million).

b

Performance
in 2015
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NET ASSETS
COMPOSITION

(thousands of US dollars)

2015

2014

Net Assets

617.510

562.454

Paid-in Cash Capital

542.533

495.867

65.654

40.055

-2

18.776

9.325

7.756

General Reserve
Other Reserves
Retained earnings

3 The two major member states’ - Argentina and Brazil - share of the total contribution is 33.3% each, and
the share of the three smaller countries (Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay) is 11.1% of the total contribution
each. Such shares do not influence the voting power, which is the same for all member countries.
4 As at 31 December 2015, US$ 46.7 million -13.3% of the total capital committed by member countries remain to be paid-in, as originally scheduled. While this did not affect the Fund’s lending capacity, it does
affect the liquidity required to finance increased obligations.

5 This is 19% higher than the lending capital as at 31 December 2014, of which 46.4% is in cash.
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b.2.
Development of
lending operations

b.1.3.
Lending capacity and
capital strength
The increase in net assets as at 31 December 2015 mainly
reflects the increase in the cash paid-in capital (US$ 46,7
million), arising from the payment of the second contribution to capital increase. In addition, gross loan portfolio
(which does not include loss provision) shows a new and
significant year-on-year growth (22%), greater than in
2014 (18.7%). The ratio of total net assets adjusted with
respect to productive assets (Gross loan portfolio + Investment portfolio), as a capital adequacy indicator, shows
at the end of 2015 a lower degree than in the previous year
(102%). The same indicator but financial and operational
risk-adjusted according to the methodology approved by
FONPLATA, reached 125%, well above the minimum limit
of 35% set out in the financial policies. The net assets are
37% higher than the gross loss portfolio, confirming the
low risk exposure of the portfolio.

LOAN APPROVALS
(millions of US dollars)

300
284

250
227

200
150
100

137
94,8

50

The growth in lending capacity due to accelerated capitalization was instrumental in explaining business growth
(approvals and disbursements) in 2015. An efficient level
of lending capacity utilization was achieved (97.3%), higher than that of the previous year, without recourse to borrowing to offset increased liquidity requirements driven by
an increase in business volume.6

0
2012

2013

2014

2015

Loan approvals

b.2.1.
Business volume development

LOAN DISBURSEMENTS

CAPITAL UTILIZATION

(millions of US dollars)

(millions of US dollars)

Concept

2015

2014

Net Assets

617.5

562.5

Gross Loan Portfolio

452.1

368.2

Portfolio Exposure 1/

101.5%

106.3%

125%

-

Minimum Capital Adequacy Threshold

35%

-

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

627.6

573.2

Outstanding Loan Portfolio 2/

862.3

692.2

Subscribed Paid-in Capital

1169.2

980.3

Lending Capacity Utilization (%) 3/

91.3%

87.1%

Risk-adjusted Portfolio Exposure

In 2015, loans approved totaled US$ 284 million, an amount
52% higher than loan approvals, net of cancellations (not
including cancellations),7 in 2014, which offset cancellations almost entirely. The average amount of gross loan
approvals for the biennium 2014-15 shows that FONPLATA
reached the target of US$ 250 million annually set by the
Board of Governors when approving capital replenishment
in 2013, and that the scope sought to contribute to the investment agendas of the member countries was achieved.
In terms of disbursements, they totaled US$ 119.3 million
in 2015 compared with the US$ 89.9 million in 2014, an increase of 33% over the year. This momentum led to a positive balance of net disbursements of principal repayments
of US$ 83.9 million for the member countries, 45% greater
than the also positive balance at the end of 2014, and higher than the annual capital contribution in cash by the member countries, which was part of the capital replenishment
approved in 2013 and applicable since 2014.

1/ (Net Assets + Loss Loan provision-Fixed Assets)/Productive Assets
2/ (Loan portfolio + Undisbursed loan portfolio)
3/ Active and inactive approved portfolio /Subscribed paid-in capital
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6 For the purposes of determining the lending capacity, loan PAR-20/2015 granted to Paraguay was deducted from the lending capital –US$ 70 million, in line with
the organization’s accounting criteria. Even though such transaction had been subscribed by the government as at 31 December 2015, the country had not yet completed the ratification procedure as to be considered as part of the outstanding portfolio.
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Loan disbursements
7 In 2015, loan UR-15/14 granted to Uruguay for US$ 40 million was paid-off,
thereby reducing the initial approval figure reached in 2014 from
US$ 227 million to US$ 187 million.
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b.2.2.
Loan portfolio performance

The growth in the loan portfolio
differs from the growth in the undisbursed loans (27%), which is
mainly explained by the loan portfolio amount still to be signed by
the member countries (US$ 206
million). As a result, higher liquidity
requirements may be anticipated to
keep momentum of the portfolio to
be disbursed. The undisbursed loan
portfolio shows the same growth
rate as the current portfolio.

As at 31 December 2015, active8 and inactive9 loans approved between 2013 and
2015 exceeded one billion dollars (US$ 1.068 million), which was higher than the
US$ 854 million achieved in 2014. Eight hundred sixty two million dollars (US$
862) were subscribed by the member states, constituting the outstanding portfolio at that time, of which US$ 452 million had been disbursed and made up the
outstanding gross loan portfolio - 23% greater than that as of 31 December 2014.
In 2015, a provision for losses of US$ 2.9 million was set up for the first time, an
amount considered adequate to absorb potential losses within the portfolio,
which were estimated considering the exposure to credit risk of each member
country, the probability of default, and the loss that would be incurred in that
case10.

FONPLATA’s resources were adequately allocated to the member
countries during business expansion
in 2015. At the same time, a diversification of the approval portfolio was
observed.11

PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT

1200
1000

1067,8

800

862,3

400

19%

24%

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil

19%
25%

Paraguay
Uruguay

13%

OUTSTANDING LOAN
PORTFOLIO BY
SECTORYEAR 2015

854,1

692,2

600

Lending funds were allocated proportionally among member countries, in
line with the target set by the organization. Brazilian portfolio shows
some delay due to the completion
of projects in said country over the
past decade, when the Fund’s portfolio was highly concentrated in the
two largest countries of the sub-region. In 2010, FONPLATA addressed
this situation by allocating -from
that year to 2013- all available lending funds to the three smaller countries with the purpose of resuming a
more equitable allocation of funds.
In this new phase, Brazil contracted
only one loan in 2014, and its old loan
portfolio is pretty much paid-off.

DIVERSIFICATION OF THE LOAN
PORTFOLIO BY COUNTRY
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015

21,7%
2,5%

452,1
368,2

75,8%

200
2014
2015

0
Gross Loan
Portfolio
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Outstanding
Loan
Portfolio

(Active and
inactive)
approved
loans

8 Comprised by loans subscribed by member countries.
9 Comprised by the loans approved by the Executive Board of Directors, under signature and ratification process by member states.
10 FONPLATA’s status as preferred creditor implies that full principal and interests payment is expected, and that arrears events occur but
any payments due are cancelled. This is similar to the criterion adopted by other multilateral development agencies to assess their sovereign portfolio.

I. Physical infrastructure
II. Productive development
infrastructure
III. Socio-economic
infrastructure
11 The indicator of the current loan portfolio exposure is presented below. FONPLATA’s financial policies provide that exposure by country may not exceed
the maximum average limit in the short term of 25% of the loan outstanding amount; or 20% of the Fund’s net assets plus debt balances.
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Production development infrastructure projects are in their
early stages (2.7%); they are projects mainly for the development of productive and commercial chains.

With regard to the allocation of lending funds to focus
priority areas as set out in the Fund’s strategic guidelines,
during the 2013-2015 triennium the current loan portfolio
was significantly focused on physical infrastructure (76%),
in particular road infrastructure (71%).

In 2015, the average size of loans approved was US$ 31.6
million, consistent with the guidelines set out in the Fund’s
mission, that is, to focus on small and medium-sized projects in line with the financial dimension of the organization.
In addition, an increase in the disbursed amount of outstanding loans was observed.

The second most important focus priority area was the
socioeconomic infrastructure (24%): mainly water treatment, housing and urban development (15%), environment (5%), and public health/education (3%).

4,2% 4,6%

OUTSTANDING LOAN PORTFOLIO
BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY – 2015

2,9%

Transport

c.1.
Sustained growth

14,6%

Production chains
Sanitation and Drinking water,
Housing, Urban development

2,5%

Public health/Education

71,2%

Environment and
Natural resources
Other

Currently, the potential demand for operations under the
FONPLATA schedule is about US$ 1,300 million, which explains the recent decision to move onto a second capital
increase to be submitted for the consideration of the Board
of Governors in January 2016.

AVERAGE SIZE OF LOANS APPROVED
(millions of US dollars)

Moving to a second capital increase reveals the strong support of the member countries to FONPLATA’s sustained
growth, in particular taking into account that this growth
occurs at a time when member countries face an economic
slowdown and contraction in some cases, in an uncertain
and volatile external context.
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The outstanding loan portfolio has continuously grown
over the 2011-2015 period at a cumulative rate of 15% per
year. As noted above, in the last year alone the growth rate
net of cancellations was 23%, indicating that growth has
accelerated in the last few years.

5,6

2014

2015

c

Strength
of business
profile
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GROSS LOAN PORTFOLIO
(millions of US dollars)

500
452,1

400
368,2

300
200

d.1.
Compliance with strategic
goals under FONPLATA’s
vision

309,5
259,8

265,2
In 2015, all the strategic targets set by the Board of Governors in July 2013 were met. Most notable is the achievement of the growth target (US$ 250 million in approvals per
year). The organizational restructuring goals were also fulfilled, and the recruitment process required for the implementation of a new institutional management model has
been finalized. Progress has been made in relation to technological renewal and the professionalization of administration and management control instruments. Institutional
policies were approved and regulated in accordance with
best international practices for this type of development
banks.
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Gross loan portfolio

RENEWAL OF THE SUBREGION
LOAN PORTFOLIO
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0,8
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2013

Portfolio renewal ratio (approvals, net of cancellations/disbursements)
Disbursement ratio (amount of disbursements/approvals)
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At this stage, the institution has reached a comfortable
prudential risk position, and the risk tolerance limits set in
the policies have been met. The institution has matured
and demonstrated ability to comply with the decisions of
higher authorities. A regular functioning of the different
governance bodies was reached, turning decision-making
more effective. The programming and monitoring of the
operational and triennial plans by objectives has been consolidated as the proper form to conduct business, as well as
the practice of monitoring such plans and holding accountability for results. Having fulfilled all requirements, FONPLATA is in a position to request a first risk rating in 2016, a
process authorized by the Board of Governors in 2014. This
will help strengthen its profile as a development bank in
the sub-region, with a view to facilitate access to financing
against callable capital when indebtedness is required to
meet the Business Plan objectives. This situation will allow
for diversification of funding sources and enhanced access
to financing, as well as for the building of new strategic
partnerships.

d

Consistency
with FONPLATA’s
strategic management
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DURATION OF LOANS – FROM PROFILE TO
THE BEGINNING OF IMPLEMENTATION

d.3.
Operational
efficiency

LOANS FOCUSED ON
BORDER AREAS

(weighted by project amount)
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d.2.
Consistency with
FONPLATA’s
mission
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The loan portfolio approved in 2015
remained consistent with the strategic approach of promoting investment mainly on border areas of the
member countries, which are usually
the most disadvantaged. This has
been called “promotion of an equitable geographical integration in
the sub-region”. Such focus explains
about 80% of the loans approved
since the new institutional management model is in place. With regard
to the number of projects, the focus
is slightly lower (about 60%).
Regarding compliance with other
strategic and complementary objective, that the projects approved directly or indirectly benefit more than
one country, in 2014 and 2015, more
than 80% of the funds approved
complied with that objective, both in
number of loans and amounts.

2015

Total number of loans approved (%)
Total amount of loans approved
(millions of US dollars) (%)

Operational efficiency is analyzed
by means of a set of indicators, such
as the average length of each stage
in the loan cycle, as a means for estimating the current and expected
transactional costs.

20
5,5
15

Results for 2015 compared to 2014
show reduced setup times for operations, from the initial profile to the
approval (from 4 to 2.3 months);12
reduced time for achieving effective
implementation of the projects approved (from 9.5 to 7 months); and
extended time required to make the
first disbursement after the loan
implementation (from 5.5 to 9.1
months).
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EXPECTED IMPACT OF LOANS
ON MORE THAN ONE COUNTRY
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PORTFOLIO UNDER IMPLEMENTATION:
APPROVAL AND DURATION OF LOANS
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7,9
9,5

Effectiveness
until first
disbursement
(months)

Profile until
approval
(months)

9,1

2014

2015

Number of approved (active and inactive) loans
Number of approved active loans
Number of active loans with first disbursement made

12 The greater efficiency in the preparation of projects is due, among other factors; to the proactive work FONPLATA’s project teams are being developing together
with member countries’ implementation units. Diligence in the preparation and subsequent approval of projects is an accomplishment to be safeguarded.
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CURRENT AND EXPECTED LOAN CYCLE
DURATION - FROM APPROVAL TO
LAST DISBURSEMENT

Therefore, the average time between the profile submissions to the first disbursement has been reduced (from 19 to 18.4 months), while a slight increase in
the implementation period (from 15 to 16 months) is observed, that is, spending
of the funds available to disburse.
The latter result is being mitigated by the Fund through different actions: planning operations and streamlining procedures for monitoring projects in order to
anticipate implementation problems and shorten existing and future implementation times. Likewise, the Fund is working on the designing of loans, selecting
the most effective type of financial instrument to reduce the implementation
time of the old portfolio in new projects. It is expected that new loans can be
implemented over approximately 4.5 years.

Weighted average
duration of
completed loans
(in years, from
approval to last
disbursement)

Advances made in the organization and planning of operations throughout the
project cycle have resulted in greater operational efficiency. There is a noteworthy reduction of the gap between the undisbursed loan portfolio and the outstanding loan portfolio, which has grown at the same time.

Expected
weighted average
duration of
loans under
implementation
(in years, from
approval to last
disbursement)

FONPLATA’s administrative efficiency, measured in terms of the ratio between
running costs and loan portfolio, has improved for the second consecutive year
overcoming the initial misalignment caused by a three-fold increase in the lending
capacity due to capital increase, a situation whereby it had became necessary to
increase administrative expenditure to deal with the subsequent business volume growth.
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
(millions of US dollars)
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his section reports on FONPLATA’s compliance with the limits to financial risks set by the governance. The results
help gauge strength and solvency of the organization to
operate without requiring special support from the member countries.
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Business volume / Permanent staff
Business volume / Total permanent staff

Basic information and financial ratios were taken from the
financial statements accompanying this document, which
were audited by a prestigious audit firm in an appropriate
report. This increases reliance on the information handled
and proves that accounting has been conducted in accordance with generally accepted international standards for
organizations such as FONPLATA.
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2015

Enhanced operational efficiency is
also evident in the significant increase in work productivity in the
last biennium, and the improved
break-even point in 2015, indicators
that were affected by a significant
rise in the lending capacity in the
very short term, as discussed above.
FONPLATA’s low break-even point
is a comparative advantage to compensate for diseconomies of scale,
which for the Fund implies the decision to authorize small and medium-sized loans.

e

Robustness of
the financial and
asset profile
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e.1.
Capital adequacy
FONPLATA’s financial policies establish a minimum capital level that
must be equivalent to 35% of assets weighted by their financial and
operational risks. Capital adequacy
measures the capital requirement
of an organization, and is calculated
as the ratio between Adjusted Net
Assets13 and productive assets, weighted by financial and operational
risk, under the standard method that
allocates a certain risk to assets by
means of weighting factors, approved under Basilea II. The risk depends
on the kind of borrower and the credit rating issued by an external credit
assessment institution.

The risk-adjusted capital adequacy
indicator gives a figure of 124%, well
above the minimum limit set by the
Fund’s financial policies. The capital
adequacy ratio between the Loan
portfolio and Net Assets has been
73% - a comfortable ratio. Both indicators are complementary and lead
to the conclusion that the institution
is solvent.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY
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Capital Adequacy (book value) (%)
Operational and credit risk-adjusted
capital adequacy (%)
Capital adequacy threshold set by
financial policies (%)
Loan portfolio exposure:
Loan portfolio/ Net Assets (%)

f

13 Calculated as: Net assets + Loan loss provision – Fixed assets
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Credit risk
exposure
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f.3.
Average age of
the loan portfolio

f.1.
Portfolio diversification
by country

AGING OF LOAN PORTFOLIO
(years)

According to regulations, to mitigate risks, portfolio risk
should not exceed 25% of outstanding loan portfolio in
each member country.
Compliance is monitored in the medium term (5 years)
to include changes in the way countries borrow from the
Fund. FONPLATA manages the portfolio allocation by
country according to that medium-term vision. Diversification also allows FONPLATA to work towards the objective
of allocating the highest value of resources to the member
countries.14

DIVERSIFICATION OF THE
CURRENT LOAN PORTFOLIO
OF MEMBER COUNTRIES
AS AT 31 DEC 2015

17%
Argentina

25%

Bolivia

22%

Brazil
Paraguay
Uruguay

11%

In FONPLATA, that value has significantly increased over
the last two years, as a result of the completion of old
loans and the substantial growth of the new portfolio in a
short period. Such situation is expected to remain for some
time, until the principal recoveries of the young portfolio,
which is currently for the most part in the disbursement
phase, balance the growth of loan approvals. This does not
pose major credit risks to the organization, as it is estimated that short-term financial liabilities are to be taken to
meet liquidity requirements only in 2017, and that loan due
dates will not be extended.
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f.4.
Market risk exposure
Regulations for the management of default and nonperforming loan portfolio were improved. In addition, a methodology was defined to set up a loss provision and to quantify any potential impaired recovery of the loan portfolio.
Penalties for temporary non-compliance with repayments
were approved; and incentives were established for borrowers to enter swiftly into the disbursement stage.
Results as at 31 December 2015 show that FONPLATA does
not have nonperforming loans, set up a loss provision, and
did not face any significant default event (defaults for
more than 90 days.) This situation confirms a FONPLATA’s
milestone in this matter, which tends to be long-term because of its preferred creditor status.

FONPLATA’s significant market risks include interest rates
on loans; the costs resulting from mismatches between
loan repayment time and funding costs; and currency risk.
The interest rate on loans has a fixed and a variable component (6-month Libor rate). The fixed spread for new loans
is revised each fiscal year based on the guidelines set in the
income and financial charge management policy, and within
the framework of the financial statements projected over
the medium and long term that can ensure the Fund’s sustainability as well as favorable and stable financial conditions for the beneficiary countries.15 That exposure is measured and assessed on a regular basis to ensure the interest
rate risk timely management.
Therefore, the interest rate risk is limited to the variable
component, which is based on the 6-month LIBOR rate.

14 The Fund monitors this policy by estimating risk exposure of each country’s loan portfolio,
and checks that proportionality provided under the organization’s principles is maintained.
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15

Weighted average aging
of loan portfolio

25%

f.2.
Loan portfolio quality
Typically, FONPLATA takes a number of protection measures against credit risks that can potentially affect the institution’s net assets and results. The most visible measures include: setting of lending and borrowing limits; a good
risk-adjusted capital adequacy indicator; a good default and
nonperforming loan portfolio management process, as well
as a provisioning for losses. In 2015, limits to risk appetite
were set, defined as the number of risks FONPLATA is willing to take for delivering its goals; and the organization’s
borrowing was restricted to 45% of the net assets. A minimum level of capital adequacy was also set so operational
and credit risk-adjusted productive assets are equivalent to
35% of the net assets.

The average age of the loan portfolio is the average number of years that it takes the institution to recover the
funds owed, and is calculated as at 31 December of each
year. That value is used for calculating the risk caused by a
mismatch (de-synchronization) between the time for the
recovery of assets and the time necessary to comply with
financial obligations.

From time to time, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to
determine the variation in the financial results or net assets arising from changes in said rate. The analysis as at 31
December 2015 is presented under “Notes to the Financial
Statements”.
With regard to currency risks, as the US dollar is FONPLATA’s functional currency, and as the Fund’s assets, liabilities and net assets are held in said currency, exchange risks
are minimized.
There are no risks caused by mismatches between funding
costs and loan repayments as FONPLATA did not have a
debt portfolio in the reported fiscal year. The interest rate
on loans for the member countries is stable and defined within the framework of the Fund’s medium- and long-term
planning that protects FONPLATA from the impact of the
future funding required to meet business projections.

15 FONPLATA applies a net income management model as a tool for ensuring that results meet a medium and long-term planning horizon, and conducts periodic
reviews that are reported to the Executive Board of Directors on an annual basis, in order to anticipate interest fixed margin adjustments in the presence of significant changes in the financial market conditions.
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f.5.
Liquidity
FONPLATA manages liquidity risk by strictly complying
with the provisions of the financial policies, which determine that the minimum liquidity level should equal 12 months
of financial, budgetary (administrative and capital) obligations, and net disbursements. As at 31 December 2015, the
total investment portfolio16 amounted to US$ 174.8 million,
and the current liquidity level17 reached US$ 121.2 million,
which is the equivalent of 1.1 years of the gross disbursements expected for 2016, and 1.4 years of maintaining the
liquidity level required under the financial policies of the
Fund.
By the end of the fiscal year, the ratio between liquid assets
and total assets was 28%, lower than in 2014 (36%).

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT
AS AT 31 DEC 2015
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f.6.
Profitability
In general, the management of the investment portfolio
shows compliance with the prudential requirements set
out in the liquidity investment policy, that risk limits have
been respected, and that the financial instruments have
been diversified by asset class, debt issuer, rating, and
deadline. As at 31 December 2015, the average rating of the
investment portfolio was AA-, as permitted. Some of the
limits (investments in private sector and issuing country
securities) show marginal deviations from the policy that
cannot be attributed to the management but are the result
of liability transactions that register a drop in the market
value upon maturity, which is usual due to increased disbursement rate.

In 2015, gross income totaled US$ 15.3 million, which is
mainly explained by interests and commissions on loans
(US$ 13.8 million), a figure US$ 2.4 million higher than that
in 2014 (US$ 11.4 million). FONPLATA’s gross income in 2015
was greater than total (financial and non-financial) expenditure, generating a net income before the provision for losses18 of almost US$ 10 million, US$ 2.2 million higher than
in 2014. Regarding expenditure, increased administrative
expenses are observed (from US$ 4.8 million in 2014 to US$
5.4 million during the current fiscal year); lower than estimated in the 2015 budget.

FONPLATA’s financial policies provide for the set up of a
provision for losses for the loan portfolio, for losses experienced by borrowers and/or guarantors that may affect
the full or partial collection of outstanding sums. In 2015, a
provision for losses was set up for that purpose, following
the internationally accepted prudential practices. All provision amounts was applied to the results of the fiscal year;
therefore, the net income after the provision is US$ 7 million, and the value of the provision (US$ 2.9 million) is recognized in the balance sheet deducting such value from
the gross loan portfolio. A potential impaired collectability of loan receivable balances is estimated for the global
portfolio, taking into account the Fund’s preferred creditor
status and the privileges and immunities provided for in the
Articles of Agreement and the Agreement on Immunities,
Exemptions and Privileges, since all loans granted are backed by the sovereign guarantee of the member countries.
During the fiscal year, there was no need to write off the
provision set up in case of portfolio impairment.

In 2015, the weighted average yield of the investment portfolio was 0.80%, higher than that in 2014 (0.64%) and
the 6-month Libor rate annual average reached in 2015
(0.503%). That higher yield was achieved without sacrificing priority factors such as security and liquidity, yield being the third variable to be considered.

Limits by asset class

Policy

Current

Sovereign limit

100%

38%

Limits on fixed-term deposits and/or certificates of deposit

100%

11%

Multilateral Development Agencies and National Development Banks Limits

50%

36%

Money Market funds limits

30%

0%

Private Financial Sector Limit

15%

16%

Limits by issuer

Policy

Current

Limits by AAA-rated issuers
(country, multilateral development agency, development bank)

100%

34%

Limits by issuer country, including states, local governments,
public agencies

10%

11%

Limits by multilateral development agencies
and national development banks

10%

10%

Limit by private financial institution

5%

4%

Limits by rating

Policy

Current

Average Portfolio Rating

Mínimum AA-

AA-

Minimum investment grading

BBB-

BBB

Maximum investment rating - BBB

20%

10%

16 Including all securities, shares, and fixed-term deposits regardless of their maturity.
17 Excluding the total investment portfolio, Special Funds (FOCOM and PCR), the Special Compensation Fund for Termination of Service for officers,
and securities with a maturity of more than one year.

PORTFOLIO OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES:
RETURNS AND COSTS
(thousands of US dollars) (%)

2014

2015

Item

Average
balance

Return
(cost)

Average
balance

Return
(cost)

Gross loan portfolio

339.227

3,37%

410.120

3,36%

Investment portfolio

195.464

0,70%

189.456

0,80%

Return on productive assets

534.690

2,39%

599.579

2,55%

(Costs of debt portfolio)

0,00%

0,00%

Net return margin

2,39%

2,55%

18 The provision for loan impairment amounts to US$2,922 million.
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The aforementioned growth in net income was rather due
to an increase in the outstanding loan portfolio than to the
loans’ financial conditions.19 Since 2013, lower charges have
been levied on the member countries, due to lower effective and implicit interest rates. The effective interest rate20
for the loan portfolio fell from 3.37% in 2014 to 3.36% in
2015, while the implicit rate21 fell from 2.77% in 2014 to
2.66% in 2015.
Net return, which is the difference between the return
on productive assets and the costs of the debt portfolio
against callable capital, was 2.55%, higher than in 2014
(2.39%).

The return on productive assets was enough to cover all
expenses and liabilities in the fiscal year, and generated a
surplus to swell the general reserves by generating net assets.
Profitability was measured by Return on Equity (ROE)22
and Return on Assets (ROA), which in 2015 were 1.69%23
and 1.66%, respectively. Compared to the numbers in 2014
(1.44% and 1.41%) these values have risen, correlated to
the Libor rate increase. These rations have evolved over
the last years based on the average inflation in the United States, except in 2015 when inflation was significantly
lower than that. The trends in profitability enable the Fund
to preserve the equity value over the period and set up a
general provision to meet future debt obligations.

f.7.
Borrowing
and Leverage
In 2014, a borrowing strategy began
to be outlined consistent with the
evolution of the lending funds - defined by the capital increase schedule – and with the approval target
set by the Board of Governors (US$
250 million per year), to be achieved
in the first three years of implementation of the Fund’s strategic plan.
During 2015, there was no need to
recourse to callable capital to deal
with increased disbursements due to
a greater number of loan approvals.

PROFITABILITY INDICATORS
2,20

2,08

2,00
1,80
1,60

1,74
1,48

1,72
1,47

1,40

1,47

1,20

1,63
1,44

1,69
1,66

1,41

1,00
0,80

1,69

0,60

0,41

0,40

0,50
0,33

0,20

It is estimated that operations
scheduled for 2016 will be covered to
the extent necessary by means of a
medium-term credit line with CAF for
US$ 75 million, intended to compensate liquidity requirements caused
by increased disbursements.
In that context, as at 31 December
2015, leverage (Long-term financial
liabilities/Net Assets) is zero, and the
capital ratio (Total Assets/Net Assets) is virtually one. For the purpose
of a prudential risk management, the
governance decided to limit FONPLATA’s borrowing capacity to 45%
of the net assets.

0,11

0,00
2012

2013

2014

2015

US inflation rate (annual average)
Return on Assets (ROA)
Return on Equity (ROE)
6-month LIBOR (annual average)
19 Profitability depends on interest rate levels, funding costs, the borrowing percentage used to set up the loan portfolio, limits for indebtedness, the portfolio payment structure and the requirements resulted from capital preservation, and the setting up of a provision to ensure the payment of debts. In the case of FONPLATA,
the creation of Special Funds (FOCOM, PCT) also has an impact as they come from net income.
20 Defined as the ratio between income from loans (interests and commissions) and the Average gross loan portfolio.
21 Defined as the ratio between income from loan interests and the average gross loan portfolio.
22 ROE is the ratio of Net income plus Loan provision to Average gross loan portfolio. ROA is the ratio of income to total assets. These indicators allow us to compare different years, regardless of when the provision against results for the fiscal year was set up. To calculate ROE and ROA for year 2015, an adjustment on the
approach employed to charge administration fees from previous years is included in the loan income.
23 In 2015, net income was affected by the Provision for Loan Impairment compared to 2014, and for this reason, ROE is 1.1 %.
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g.1.
Contribution to the equitable
growth in the sub-region

nstitutional effectiveness is analyzed in the light of the
strategic goals set out in the PEI and that constitute part of
the management commitments, which, together with the
results matrix, are reported to the Executive Board on an
annual basis. The most important results achieved in year
2015 have been grouped into two categories: those aimed
at contributing to the equitable growth in the sub-region;
and, those related to FONPLATA’s competitive advantages for the member countries, resulting from the financial
conditions. The advantages resulting from the transactional costs of doing business with the Fund were presented
above.

FONPLATA’s contribution to the equitable growth in the
sub-region is assessed by a set of indicators that reflect
the following: i. the size of loans granted to the sub-region countries, which have shown increasing rates over the
2013-2015 period; ii. the ratio to calculate the mobilization
of resources from third parties which results in the approval
of operations, that increased from 1.3 dollars in 2013 to 1.7
dollars in 2015; iii. the net capital flows and net transfers of
resources to the member countries, which have been constantly positive and rising over the 2013-2015 period; iv. the
approval portfolio intended for the three less developed
countries (PMDR) that reached 69% of the total; and, v. the
preferential financing effective since 2014 - through which
the fixed spread of the PMDR interest rate is offset (FOCOM)24 - which during the biennium reached the maximum
authorized limit for this regime.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN THE SUBREGION

g
Institutional
effectiveness
58

Indicator

2013

2014

2015

Funding expansion in the subregion:
annual loan portfolio growth (%)

17,10%

19,00%

22,80%

Direct resource mobilization rate 1/

1,30%

1,50%

1,70%

Net capital flow into member countries 2/
(millions of US dollars)

45,20%

57,90%

83,90%

Net transfers to member countries (NCF) 3/
(millions of US dollars)

33,80%

46,50%

70,90%

Financing for less developed member countries/
Total approvals (%)

73,60%

57,50%

75,40%

-

32,20%

40,60%

Preferential financing for less developed member countries 4/
(% of total loans)

24 FOCOM is made up of allocations from net income approved by the Board of Governors, and has been established to grant loans for US$ 500 million over the
2014-2018 period. Such loans can only be granted to Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay, and the total amount of these loans cannot exceed 40% of the annual approvals. Unspent balances may be accumulated.
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g.2.
Capital flows to member countries

g.3.
Strategic complementarity

Capital net flows and net flows have been increasing since 2003. The net flow of
loans, defined as the difference between disbursements and repayments in each
year amounted to US$ 83.9 million in 2015, more than the US$57.9 million reached
in 2014.

One of the fundamental aims of the PEI is addressing the strategic niches defined
under FONPLATA’s mission by working in a complementary way with other development funding organizations, countries, and local and international bodies.
To channel an increasing volume of resources to other organizations through
partnerships, co-financing initiatives, and mechanisms for operational and administrative complementarity, avoiding competition with other funding sources, is
FONPLATA’s strategic path to strengthen the impact on the sub-region.

On the other hand, net cash flow, which is the difference between the net flow of
loans and the financial charges paid by the member countries every year, has also
been increasing since 2013, reaching US$ 70.1 million in 2015, more than the US$
46.5 million reached in 2014.

Results in this area for the years 2013-2015 are as follows: other funding organizations contributed to 58% of the loans approved by FONPLATA in terms of value,
and 56% in terms of numbers. The totality of the operations in which FONPLATA
was involved were a priority of public investment plans of the member countries;
and 60% of the resources approved by the Fund during that triennium enabled
to bring investment decisions forward, decisions already made by the borrowers,
thus favoring the involved countries in advance.

These tendencies can be explained by a growth in lending capacity, resulting from
the capital increase effective since 2014, increased loan approvals, and disbursements considerably greater than the historical loan portfolio repayment. The net
cash flow in 2015 is equivalent to the total capital contribution in cash committed
by the member countries.

NET FUND FLOWS FOR
MEMBER COUNTRIES

STRATEGIC COMPLEMENTARITY

(Number of loans approved) (millions of US dollars)

(thousands of US dollars)

Indicator

100.000
80.000

83.868

Co-financing with other Multilateral development agencies

56%
58%

Complements National Investment Plans

100%
100%

Brings member countries’ investment decisions forward

67%
60%

70.093

60.000
57.919
40.000

46.504

45.215

Total number of loans approved 2013-2015

33.794

20.000
5.079

Average
2013 - 2015

21%
606%

17,1

0
-20.000

-5.416
2011

-6.784
2012

2013

2014

2015

Net Flow of Loans
Net Cash Flow
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Annexes
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LOANS APPROVEDBY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
PARAGUAY
URUGUAY

TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECTS
APPROVED BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
CONTINGENT RECOVERY OPERATIONS

TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECTS
APPROVED BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
NON-REFUNDABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

ANNEX 1:
Historical Information on
Approved Operations
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Argentina

LOANS APPROVED
BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

PROJECT NAME

NOTES

TOTAL:

TYPE OF FINANCING
PRE-INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

24.649.802,00

400.116.868,00

424.766.670,00

138.989.387,63

1

ARG-2/83

Construction of a port and coastal defense structure in Formosa.

*2

7.100.000,00

7.100.000,00

0,00

2

ARG-3/83

Comprehensive development in Southeast Formosa.

*2

9.200.000,00

9.200.000,00

0,00

3

ARG-4/93

Study: Impact of economic integration on the urban and transport systems
of the coast Argentine provinces and Chaco, River Plate Basin region.

*2

1.462.438,00

1.462.438,00

0,00

4

ARG-5/94

Studies and Projects to clean up streams in the city of Posadas.

*3

2.244.211,00

2.244.211,00

Cancelled

5

ARG-6/94

Pre-investment studies and Paving of Highways 8 and 2, stretches 25 de Mayo - Santa Rita;
Santa Rita - Colonia Aurora; Colonia Aurora - El Soberbio; El Soberbio - Saltos del Mocona.
Province of Misiones.

*2

1.876.747,00

32.959.385,00

1.876.747,00
32.959.385,00

0,00
0,00

6

ARG-7/94

Implementation of the Technical Cooperation and Social Development Investment
Program in border areas with unmet needs in northeast and northwest Argentina.

*2

978.206,00

21.499.100,00

978.206,00
21.499.100,00

0,00
0,00

7

ARG-8/94

Implementation of the Productive Reconversion and Business Restructuring
Program for exports.

*2

8.000.000,00

8.000.000,00

0,00

8

ARG-9/96

Program for the modernization and development of International Trade - COMINTER.

*2

3.238.200,00

3.238.200,00

0,00

9

ARG-10/96

Reimbursable Technical Cooperation Project. Corporate Restructuring
Program for Exports - PREX.

*2

4.000.000,00

4.000.000,00

0,00

10

ARG-11/99

Support Program to the Secretariat for Regional and Economic Planning, of the Ministry
of Finance and Public Works and Services.

*3

1.500.000,00

1.500.000,00

Cancelled

11

ARG-12/02

Pre-investment studies and Port restructuring in the city of Santa Fe.

*1

900.000,00

25.000.000,00

900.000,00
25.000.000,00

0,00
25.000.000,00

12

ARG-13/03

Local Counterpart Financing Program - Project BID 1118/OC-AR-Emergency program for
the recovery of flood-affected areas with special focus on the Santa Fe Province.

*2

51.000.000,00

51.000.000,00

0,00

13

ARG-14/04

Social Development Program in northwest and northeast Argentina areas with
unmet basic needs - PROSOFA II.

*2

22.485.000,00

22.485.000,00

0,00

14

ARG-15/04

Program for the improvement and optimization of the Management of Solid Urban Waste
in the Metropolitan Area of Buenos Aires.

*3

27.650.000,00

27.650.000,00

Cancelled

15

ARG-16/06

Implementation of Project for the Development and Implementation of the National Early
Warning and Prevention of Disaster System.

*2

450.000,00

0,00

16

ARG-17/06

Program for the Improvement of the Competitiveness of Buenos Aires’s inland ports.

*1

47.200.000,00

47.200.000,00

20.953.171,97

17

ARG-18/06

Implementation of the Program to Support International Trade Integration of Small and
Medium-sized enterprises of Argentina – PROARGENTINA II.

*1

4.500.000,00

4.500.000,00

140.714,88

18

ARG-19/13

Project for the interruption of the vectorial transmission of Chagas Disease in Argentina.

*1

25.000.000,00

25.000.000,00

10.470.011,78

19

ARG-20/14

Establishment of a Programming National Body and a movie theater network
for the Promotion and Dissemination of Audiovisual Content from the Region.

*1

9.953.383,00

9.953.383,00

9.862.709,00

20

ARG-21/14

Social Development Program in northwest and northeast Argentina areas with
unmet basic needs (PROSOFA III).

*1

28.170.000,00

28.170.000,00

21.126.580,00

21

ARG-22/14

Program for the Development of Agricultural Production Areas in Border Provinces of
the River Plate Basin – First Stage.

*1

18.400.000,00

18.400.000,00

16.436.200,00

22

ARG-23/15

Argentine – Bolivian Railway Integration Project for Economic and Regional Integration
C 15 Stretch – Gral. Belgrano Railway, Belgrano. Argentina.

*1

35.000.000,00

35.000.000,00

35.000.000,00

23

ARG-24/15

Program for the Development of the Bermejo River Basin.

*4

35.000.000,00

35.000.000,00

0,00

450.000,00

*1 Loans under implementation
*2 Loans completed
*3 Loans Cancelled
*4 Under signature process
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Bolivia

LOANS APPROVED
BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

PROJECT NAME

NOTES

TOTAL:

TYPE OF FINANCING
PRE-INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

6.997.708,00

398.292.194,00

405.289.902,00

126.337.264,84

1

BOL-1/79

Feasibility study for the Vallegrande–Zudáñez Railway.

*2

585.000,00

585.000,00

0,00

2

BOL-2/80

Final Design for the Motacucito-Puerto Busch Railway.

*2

423.000,00

423.000,00

0,00

3

BOL-3/81

Aerophotogrammetry of the Upper Bermejo River Basin.

*2

234.000,00

234.000,00

0,00

4

BOL-4/81

Paving of Potosí–Tarapaya Highway.

*2

7.000.000,00

7.000.000,00

0,00

5

BOL-5/82

Paving of Sucre-Yotala–Totacoa Highway.

*2

7.500.000,00

7.500.000,00

0,00

6

BOL-6/83

Feasibility Study and Final Design for the Padcaya–Bermejo Highway.

*2

1.000.000,00

1.000.000,00

0,00

7

BOL-7/86

Final Design for the Challapata–Tarapaya Highway.

*2

720.000,00

720.000,00

0,00

8

BOL-8/85

Paving of Santa Cruz–Trinidad Highway.

*2

19.500.000,00

19.500.000,00

0,00

9

BOL-9/89

Paving of Totacoa-Puente Méndez Highway.

*2

8.280.000,00

8.280.000,00

0,00

10

BOL-10/89

Paving of Palmar Grande–Yacuiba Highway.

*2

13.877.500,00

13.877.500,00

0,00

11

BOL-11/89

Rehabilitation of road stretches: Cochabamba-Chimoré and Yapacaní-Guabirá.

*2

8.800.000,00

8.800.000,00

0,00

12

BOL-12/90

Paving of Santa Cruz–Trinidad Highway.

*2

13.700.000,00

13.700.000,00

0,00

13

BOL-13/90

Extension and improvement of the Capitán Nicolás.
Rojas Airport in the Department of Potosí.

*2

4.500.000,00

4.500.000,00

0,00

14

BOL-14/92

Feasibility Studies and Final Design for the paving of Cuchu Ingenio–Villazón highway.

*2

2.087.000,00

0,00

15

BOL-15/92

Improvement and paving of the road stretch between Santa Cruz de la Sierra and Abapó.

*2

10.000.000,00

0,00

16

BOL-16/94

Pre-investment studies and Paving of Road 6, stretch Boyuibe-Hito Villazón.

*2

728.209,00

728.209,00

0,00

17

BOL-17/94

Pre-investment studies and Paving of Abapó–Camiri Highway.

*2

1.220.499,00

17.000.000,00

1.220.499,00
17.000.000,00

0,00
0,00

18

BOL-18/04

Paving of the Guabirá - Chané - Aguaíces - Colonia Piraí highways.

*2

40.000.000,00

40.000.000,00

0,00

19

BOL-19/11

Project for the construction of the Río Uruguaito-Santa Rosa de la RocaSan Ignacio de Velasco Highway.

*1

63.450.000,00

63.450.000,00

21.016.012,80

20

BOL-20/13

Road Maintenance Program – Rehabilitation by degree of intervention (regular maintenance)
of the San Ramón - San Javier - Concepción - Rio Uruguaito road stretch.

*1

35.000.000,00

35.000.000,00

19.757.518,71

21

BOL-21/14

Project: Construction of Montero - Cristal Mayu dual carriageway.
Stretch: Ivirgarzama - Puente Mariposas.

*1

34.753.571,00

34.753.571,00

31.688.635,43

22

BOL-22/14

Project: Construction of Montero - Cristal Mayu dual carriageway.
Stretch: Puente Mariposas - Puente Chimoré.

*1

20.531.123,00

20.531.123,00

19.387.405,00

23

BOL-23/14

Project: Construction of Nazacara-Hito IV Highway.
Stretch: Nazacara-San Andrés de Machaca.

*1

26.000.000,00

26.000.000,00

25.318.000,00

24

BOL-24/14

Project: Construction of flood protection structures in Santa Cruz basins.

*1

13.400.000,00

13.400.000,00

4.169.692,90

25

BOL-25/15

Equipping of Alcantarí international airport, Department of Chuquisaca.

*1

5.000.000,00

5.000.000,00

5.000.000,00

26

BOL-26/15

Project: Montero - Cristal Mayu dual carriageway.
Stretch: Puente Chimoré, Km. 15 Villa Tunari.

*4

50.000.000,00

50.000.000,00

0,00

2.087.000,00
10.000.000,00

*1 Loans under implementation
*2 Loans completed
*3 Loans Cancelled
*4 Under signature process
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Brazil

LOANS APPROVED
BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

PROJECT NAME

NOTES

TOTAL:

TYPE OF FINANCING
PRE-INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

0,00

266.962.348,00

266.962.348,00

0,00

1

BR-1/94

Paving of the MS-141 Highway, Ivinhema - Naviraí stretch, and MS-475 Highway,
MS-141, Guassulandia - BR-376 Junction stretch.

*2

20.000.000,00

20.000.000,00

0,00

2

BR-2/95

Implementation of the Preservation of the Natural Environment Program
and Recovery of Degraded Areas in the Diluvio Stream Basin.

*2

1.143.000,00

1.143.000,00

0,00

3

BR-3/95

Expansion works in Hospital de Pronto Socorro in Porto Alegre.

*2

2.600.000,00

2.600.000,00

0,00

4

BR-4/97

Construction of a Bridge over the Paraguay River in the BR-262 Highway,
between Miranda and Corumbá.

*2

13.400.000,00

13.400.000,00

0,00

5

BR-5/01

Paving of the MS 384/474 Highway, stretch Antonio Joao - Bela Vista Caracol – Junction with Route BR-267.

*2

24.000.000,00

24.000.000,00

0,00

6

BR-6/02

Program for the Recovery of Degraded Areas and Preservation of the Soter stream.

*2

6.148.348,00

6.148.348,00

0,00

7

BR-7/03

Implementation of the Integrated Program in the Northern Area – Entrance to the city.

*2

27.500.000,00

27.500.000,00

0,00

8

BR-8/04

Development Program for Basic Infrastructure and Urban Services in Florianopolis.

*2

22.400.000,00

22.400.000,00

0,00

9

BR-9/05

Improvement of road infrastructure in the Southern – Border region.

*2

28.000.000,00

28.000.000,00

0,00

10

BR-10/06

Implementation of the Program for the Environmental Axis and structuring of
environmental parks - Green Line.

*2

11.800.000,00

11.800.000,00

0,00

11

BR-11/06

Implementation of a Program for the Structuring of Housing Settlements
in the city of Curitiba.

*2

10.000.000,00

10.000.000,00

0,00

12

BR-12/07

Implementation of a Program for the Recovery of Degraded Areas – Imbirussu Stream.

*2

17.061.000,00

17.061.000,00

0,00

13

BR-13/07

Financing of a Project for Improving and Expanding the Road Infrastructure in Chapecó.

*2

14.750.000,00

14.750.000,00

0,00

14

BR-14/08

Urban, Social and Environmental Development Program of the Municipality of Ipatinga.

*3

19.250.000,00

19.250.000,00

Cancelled

15

BR-15/08

Project for Improving and Expanding Urban Infrastructure in Cachoeirinha,
Municipality of Cachoeirinha – Rio Grande do Sul.

*2

8.910.000,00

8.910.000,00

0,00

16

BRA-16/14

Integrated development program in Corumbá – PDI.

*4

40.000.000,00

40.000.000,00

0,00

*1 Loans under implementation
*2 Loans completed
*3 Loans Cancelled
*4 Under signature process
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Paraguay

LOANS APPROVED
BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

PROJECT NAME

NOTES

TOTAL:

TYPE OF FINANCING
PRE-INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

6.474.716,19

346.538.150,81

353.012.867,00

31.556.734,21

1

PAR-2/79

Pre-investment program.

*2

3.000.000,00

3.000.000,00

0,00

2

PAR-3/78

Road feasibility study in Paraguayan Chaco.

*2

675.000,00

675.000,00

0,00

3

PAR-4/81

Program for Settlement and Livestock Development in Northeast Paraguayan Chaco.

*2

4.000.000,00

4.000.000,00

0,00

4

PAR-5/84

Rehabilitation and Paving of Villarrica-Ñumi Highway.

*2

8.400.000,00

8.400.000,00

0,00

5

PAR-6/84

7th Livestock Project.

*2

15.000.000,00

15.000.000,00

0,00

6

PAR-7/85

Empowerment of small farmers in the Department of Caaguazu.

*3

2.300.000,00

2.300.000,00

Cancelled

7

PAR-8/86

Paving of Highway Filadelfia and Mariscal Estigarribia Detour.

*2

20.300.000,00

20.300.000,00

0,00

8

PAR-9/90

Access points to the Port of Asunción.

*3

230.000,00

230.000,00

Cancelled

9

PAR-10/92

Feasibility Study and Final Design; paving of a section of Route 12 between
Chaco-i and Fortín Gral. Bruguez.

*2

522.143,19

6.477.856,81

7.000.000,00

0,00

10

PAR-11/93

Supply of drinking water in border departments

*2

3.800.000,00

3.800.000,00

-0,00

11

PAR-12/93

Implementation of the Overall Loan Program for the industrial sector

*2

20.000.000,00

20.000.000,00

0,00

12

PAR-13/93

Paving of the San Ignacio-Pilar stretch of Route IV (General Jose E. Díaz)

*2

34.580.300,00

34.580.300,00

0,00

13

PAR-14/94

Pre-investment Studies and Paving of Route 9
(Transchaco, Mariscal Estigarribia - Eugenio A. Garay stretch)

*2

1.547.573,00

0,00

14

PAR-15/94

Implementation of the Overall Loan Program for Small and Medium-sized Producers
of the Livestock Sector

*2

10.000.000,00

10.000.000,00

0,00

15

PAR-16/01

Pre-investment Studies and Construction of a Multi-purpose Port Terminal in
the city of Pilar, Department of Ñeembucu

*1
*1

8.500.000,00

500.000,00
8.500.000,00

220.000,00
8.500.000,00

16

PAR-17/02

Partial financing of the Program for the Improvement of Integration
corridors in Paraguay’s western region

*2

20.251.900,00

20.251.900,00

0,00

17

PAR-18/04

Overall Loan Program for the Recovery and Development of Livestock Production

*3

10.000.000,00

10.000.000,00

Cancelled

18

PAR-19/11

Project for the Rehabilitation and Paving of the Santa Rosa de Aguaray Capitán Bado stretch

*1

97.928.094,00

97.928.094,00

22.836.734,21

19

PAR-20/15

Road Infrastructure Program – South-West Integration Corridors in Paraguay. 1st stage
(Improvement of the Alberdi-Pilar stretch; Access point to Pilar Port; and Rehabilitation
of the Remanso-Falcón stretch)

*5

70.000.000,00

70.000.000,00

0,00

20

PAR-21/15

Credit line for the Improvement of Production and Marketing of smalland medium-sized producers

*4

15.000.000,00

15.000.000,00

0,00

1.547.573,00

500.000,00

*1 Loans under implementation
*2 Loans completed
*3 Loans Cancelled
*4 Under signature process
*5 Agreement signed; pending ratification by the Congress
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Uruguay

LOANS APPROVED
BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

PROJECT NAME

NOTES

TOTAL:

TYPE OF FINANCING
PRE-INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

6.247.482,00

328.090.670,00

334.338.152,00

43.377.643,13

1

UR-2/82

Studies for Highways 1, 4 and 14, and four bridges.

*2

2.000.000,00

2.000.000,00

0,00

2

UR-3/84

Construction of a Foot-and-Mouth Disease Research and Control Laboratory.

*2

2.000.000,00

2.000.000,00

0,00

3

UR-4/89

Construction of the Centro Malvin Norte facility and Equipping of
Postgraduate Research Centers.

*2

3.534.170,00

3.534.170,00

0,00

4

UR-5/92

Rehabilitation of four sections of Route 5 (access to the city of Tacuarembó), Route 8
(Access to the city of Treinta y Tres), and Route 9 (Access to the city of Chuy).

*2

19.726.500,00

19.726.500,00

0,00

5

UR-6/92

Technical Cooperation Project for the Completion of the Impact Assessment Study
of Freight Transport Regional Integration Process.

*2

441.327,00

441.327,00

0,00

6

UR-7/93

Studies and Final Design of a Sanitation Plan for the Interior of the Country.

*2

953.953,00

953.953,00

0,00

7

UR-8/93

Transformation of the Dirección Nacional de Correos (Uruguayan Post).

*2

1.830.000,00

0,00

8

UR-9/94

Program for Technical Cooperation and Investment in Physical Infrastructure, Equipment,
and Training for the Education Sector.

*3

336.642,00

Cancelled

9

UR-10/94

Dredging and Signaling of Martín García Canals, between km 0 of the Uruguay River and
intersection of the Buenos Aires Port Access Canal at Km 37 (Barra del Farallon).

*2

25.000.000,00

0,00

10

UR-11/94

Master Plans for Colonia and Juan Lacaze Ports.
Master Plans for Nueva Palmira and Fray Bentos Ports.

*2
*2

233.036,00
282.524,00

0,00
0,00

11

UR-12/2003

Financial Assistance Operation designed to cover part of the Local Contributions for
the Execution of Works and Purchase of Equipment for the Programs and/or
Projects financed by IADB, IBRD and CAF.

*2

30.000.000,00

30.000.000,00

0,00

12

UR-13/2012

Program for Infrastructure Rehabilitation and Maintenance.

*1

112.000.000,00

112.000.000,00

12.877.643,13

13

URU-14/2014 Construction and Enhancement of Sanitation Systems in towns of the
Santa Lucia River Basin.

*1

30.500.000,00

30.500.000,00

30.500.000,00

14

URU-15/2014 Project for the Construction of an Electrical Transmission Line Tacuarembó-Melo – 500 kv.

*3

40.000.000,00

40.000.000,00

Cancelled

15

URU-16/2015 Program for Road Infrastructure Rehabilitation and Maintenance – Stage II.

*4

35.000.000,00

35.000.000,00

0,00

16

URU-17/2015

*4

30.500.000,00

30.500.000,00

0,00

Financing of the Second Program for the Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Road
Infrastructure.

1.830.000,00
336.642,00
25.000.000,00
233.036,00
282.524,00

*1 Loans under implementation
*2 Loans completed
*3 Loans Cancelled
*4 Under signature process
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TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECTS
APPROVED BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

TOTAL
APPROVED

TO BE
DISBURSED

CONTINGENT RECOVERY OPERATIONS

4.472.330,00

340.563,15

ARGENTINA

1.040.534,00

184.628,40

(*)

437.338,00

0,00

( ** )

603.196,00

184.628,40

1.131.502,00

0,00

(*)

102.000,00

0,00

1

203.700,00

0,00

N°

LOAN
ID

DESCRIPTION

1

OCT/RC-ARG-1/95

Complementary Studies- Stage I of Feasibility Studies for
the utilization of water resources in the Upper Bermejo River
Basin and the Río Grande de Tarija basin.

2

OCT/RCBINACIONALARG-01/2008

Contingent Recovery Technical Cooperation Project designed
to Implement the Program for the Optimization of Geographical
Connectivity between Argentina and Paraguay. Ñeembucu Río Bermejo and Clorinda – Asunción Metropolitan Area Nodes.

BOLIVIA
1

OCT/RC-BOL-1/91

Technical and Economic Feasibility Study for the Electrification
of Modesto Omiste Province in the Department of Potosí.

2

OCT/RC-BOL-2/92

Update of the Feasibility Study and Final Design Optimization
of the Padcaya - La Mamora road stretch in the Department of Tarija.

3

OCT/RC-BOL-3/92

Feasibility Study - Stage I – for the Utilization of water resources
in the Upper Bermejo and Grande de Tarija Rivers Basin.

(*)

481.482,00

0,00

4

OCT/RC-BOL-4/95

Project Development Studies for the National Plan for the Control
and Eradication of Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Bolivia.

(*)

344.320,00

0,00

1.811.694,00

155.934,75

PARAGUAY
1

OCT/RC-PAR-1/91

Study and Final Engineering Design of the San Ignacio – Pilar road stretch.

2

355.000,00

0,00

2

OCT/RC-PAR-2/91

Revision and Updating of the Study and Final Engineering Design of
the Concepción-Pozo Colorado road stretch.

3

54.000,00

0,00

3

OCT/RC-PAR-3/92

Execution of Technical, Economic and Financial Feasibility Studies
and Final Design of the “Access Points to the Port of Asunción” project.

(*)

545.398,00

0,00

4

OCT/RC-PAR-4/96

Conduction of Studies for the Zoning of Flood Areas in Paraguay River.

(*)

254.100,00

0,00

5

OCT/RCBINACIONALPAR-01/2008

Contingent Recovery Technical Cooperation Project designed
to Implement the Program for the Optimization of Geographical
Connectivity between Argentina and Paraguay.
Ñeembucu - Río Bermejo and Clorinda – Asunción Metropolitan
Area Nodes.

( ** )

603.196,00

155.934,75

488.600,00

0,00

URUGUAY
1

OCT/RC-UR-1/91

Feasibility Study for the Railway Branch Line to
the Port of Nueva Palmira.

(*)

84.000,00

0,00

2

OCT/RC-UR-2/92

Project Feasibility Study for the Eradication of Bovine Brucellosis and
Tuberculosis; and Implementation of a System for Epidemiological
Monitoring, Prevention and Assessment of the Impact of Chronic
Diseases and Subclinical Complexes of Uruguayan Livestock.

(*)

97.000,00

0,00

3

OCT/RC-UR-3/93

Implementation of a Social Investment Program – Stage I.

(*)

307.600,00

0,00

( * ) Concluded
( ** ) Under implementation
1 In July 2000, the US$ 201,997.73 disbursement was refunded by the Beneficiary
2 After the first disbursement of loan,PAR-13/93, US$ 319,999.14 (BRL) and US$ 34,992.01 (PYG) were recovered by the OCT
3 In June 1998, the US$ 53,160.34 disbursement was refunded by the Beneficiary
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TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECTS
APPROVED BY TYPE OF FINANCING
as at 31 dec 2015
(US$)

N°

LOAN
ID

TOTAL
APPROVED

DESCRIPTION

TO BE
DISBURSED

NON-REFUNDABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

908.200,00

PARAGUAY – PARANA WATERWAY

685.000,00

0,00

1

OCT/N.R.-CIH-1/91

Non-Reimbursable Technical Cooperation Project for the
Paraguay-Panamá Waterway (Caceres Port – Nueva Palmira Port).

(*)

150.000,00

0,00

2

OCT/N.R.-CIH-2/95

Non-reimbursable Technical Cooperation Project designed to conduct
studies on: “Development of Production Areas in The Port Zone.

(*)

485.000,00

0,00

3

OCT/N.R.-CIH-3/98

Non-reimbursable Technical Cooperation Project designed to
conduct studies on “Information Systems for the Paraguay –
Paraná Waterway Program”.

(*)

50.000,00

0,00

155.000,00

0,00

155.000,00

0,00

20.000,00

0,00

20.000,00

0,00

1.959.308,21

128.741,27

CIC
1

CONVENIO OCT-NR
C I C - 5/2003

Non-reimbursable Technical Cooperation designed to help
finance the Preparation of the Framework Program for the
Sustainable Management of Water Resources of the River Plate Basin.

(*)

ATN - IADB - FONPLATA
1

CONVENIO OCT-NR
ATN/SF-9229-RG

Participation of IADB and FONPLATA in the IIRSA. Support to
Implementation of the Diffusion and Participation Strategy of
IIRSA initiative.

(*)

I I R S A - COSIPLAN
1

CONVENIO OCT/NRIIRSA-04/2002

FONPLATA’s participation in IIRSA initiative for the Integration of
South America’s Regional Infrastructure.

(*)

1.759.308,21

0,00

2

CONVENIO OCT/NRIIRSA-08/2015

FONPLATA’s participation in IIRSA initiative for the Integration of
South America’s Regional Infrastructure.

(**)

200.000,00

128.741,27

20.000,00

0,00

20.000,00

0,00

28.200,00

0,00

28.200,00

0,00

BOLIVIA VIDEO-CONFERENCE SYSTEM
1

CONVENIO OCT-NR
-BOL-6/2014

Installation or Improvement of the Video-conference
Communications Infrastructure.

(**)

PARAGUAY LIVESTOCK FUND
1

CONVENIO OCT-NR
-PAR-7/2015

Strengthening of the Capacities of Paraguay’s Livestock Fund.

(*)

( * ) Concluded
( ** ) Under implementation
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DECISIONS ADOPTED BY
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Date

Resolution

Subject

19.01.2015

149

Executive Board of Directors Annual presidency Interpretation
of the Articles of Agreement.

13.07.2015

150

Annual Report, General Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement
as at 31 December 2014, and External auditor’s opinion. Approval

07.08.2015

151

Allocation to FONPLATA’s General Reserves of Unallocated
Returned Earnings and Allocation of Contingency Provisions
as at 31 December 2014. Approval

09.11.2015

152

Hiring of independent auditors. Fiscal year 2015

19.11.2015

153

2016 Programs and Budget.

ANNEX 2:
Strategic decisions adopted in 2015
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DECISIONS ADOPTED BY
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DECISIONS ADOPTED BY
THE EXECUTIVE PRESIDENCY
Date

Date
20.03.2015

20.03.2015

1356

1357

Subject
Loan agreement ARG-23/2015. Financing of the ArgentinaBolivian Railway Integration Project – C15 Stretch, Belgrano
Railway (Argentina). Approval
Loan Agreement PAR-20/2015. Financing of Road Infrastructure
Program - South-West integration corridors (Paraguay). Approval

Subject

03.03.2015

07

Organizational structure, job descriptions. Amendment.

18.03.2015

09

Internship regulations. Approval

14.05.2015

18

FONPLATA’s financial policies. Determination of differentiated fixed
spreads according to loan terms. Approval

14.05.2015

19

FONPLATA’s financial policies. Reduction of the commitment fee for
effective fulfillment of disbursement plans. Approval

08.06.2015

22

Fiduciary management of projects. Update of the Operational Guide.

08.06.2015

23

General Project Cycle Guidelines for the Approval of Operations. Update

08.06.2015

24

Implementation Guide. Approval

11.06.2015

26

Petty cash rules. Update

16.06.2015

29

Project cycle Responsibilities for the management of changes to
approved loans and technical cooperation projects. Update

27.04.2015

1358

FONPLATA’s financial policies. Change in the operating rate.
Approval

27.04.2015

1359

FONPLATA’s financial policies. Changes of grace periods. Approval

23.07.2015

1360

Revision of FONPLATA’s financial policies. Approval

19.06.2015

31

Finance Committee

06.10.2015

1361

Loan agreement ARG-24/2015. Financing of the program for the
development of the Bermejo River Basin (Argentina). Approval

19.06.2015

32

Programming and Risks Committee

29.06.2015

34

Loan agreement URU-16/2015. Financing of the Program for the
Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Uruguay’s Road Infrastructure
– Stage II. Approval

Credit reserve compensation in cases the loan agreement subscription
period is extended. Approval

31.07.2015

37

Terms of reference and qualification system for the outsourcing of
audit services of the 2015, 2016 and 2017 Financial Statements.

29.10.2015

1362

29.10.2015

1363

2016 Programs and Budget.

14.08.2015

40

Procedure for the Procurement of Goods and Services. Update

02.12.2015

1364

Loan agreement URU-17/2015. Financing of the Second Program
for the Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Uruguay’s Road
Infrastructure. Approval

17.08.2015

41

Code of Ethics and Conduct. Ethics and Conduct Committee Rules.
Approval

27.08.2015

43

02.12.2015

1365

Loan agreement PAR-21/2015. Funding line for the improvement,
production and commercialization of small and medium-sized
producers at national level (Paraguay). Approval

Rules for the management and administration of a special
compensation account for termination of service. Approval

01.09.2015

44

Special Fund for equalization of operating rates (FOCOM).
Implementation Guide. Update

05.10.2015

47

Guidelines for the approval of a Performance-based budgeting.
Approval

13.11.2015

49

Guidelines for the approval of a Performance-based budgeting.
Approval

23.11.2015

50

Method for calculating loan loss provision.

23.11.2015

51

FONPLATA’s Corporate Identity Manual. Update

23.11.2015

52

Organizational structure, Job descriptions. Amendment.

24.12.2015

82

Resolution

Resolution

1366

Loan agreement BOL-26/2015. Financing of the Montero – Cristal
Mayu dual carriageway project. Puente Chimoré – km 15 (Villa
Tunari). (Bolivia). Approval
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ANNEX 3:
External Audit Report on
2015 Financial Statements
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RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER
SUPRANATIONAL ENTITIES
FONPLATA has signed Cooperation Agreements with the
following entities: LAIA25, IADB26, INTAL27, OAS28 and SELA29.
Five cooperation agreements were signed with: ALIDE30,
China Development Bank31, CCI32, IICA33 y FIDA34.
Memoranda of understanding were signed with: CABEI35,
IADB36, OFID37, WFP38 y UNIDO39.
In 1992 and 2015, two framework agreements were signed
with the Development Bank of Latin America (CAF). The
latter was given concrete expression by means of a standby credit line for FONPLATA for US$ 75 million.
In addition, the observer status of FONPLATA in the World
Bank and the UN System is being granted.
FONPLATA has been accredited to participate in the assemblies and summits of MERCOSUR40, OAS41, UNASUR42 and
CELAC43.

25 Latin American Integration Association (www.aladi.org)
26 Inter-American Development Bank (www.iadb.org). Latest cooperation agreement signed in 2012.
27 IADB’s Institute for the Integration of Latin America (http://www.iadb.org/es/intal/inicio,19448.html)
28 Organization of American States (www.oas.org)

ANNEX 4:
Institutional Relationship Activities and
Corporate Social Responsibility Activities
in 2015

29 Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (www.sela.org)
30 Latin American Association of Development Financing Institutions (www.alide.org.pe)
31 www.cdb-intl.com
32 International Trade Center of the United Nations (www.intracen.org)
33 Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (www.iica.int)
34 International Fund for Agricultural Development (www.ifad.org)
35 Memorandum signed in 2014. Within the framework of this memorandum,
FONPLATA was able to share experiences with BCIE to approach the credit risk rating process.
36 First memorandum signed in 1980 with IADB
37 OPEP Fund for International Development (www.ofid.org)
38 World Food Programme (www.wfp.org)
39 United Nations Industrial Development Organization (www.unido.org)
40 MERCOSUR (Common Market of the South)
41 Organization of American States
42 Union of South American Nations
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43 Community of Latin American and Caribbean States
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Ongoing
institutional
partnerships
Within the framework of institutional relationship activities, two co-operation agreements are in place:
i) with the Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries of Argentina, through the Rural Change Unit
(UCAR); and ii) with the Department
for Livestock of Paraguay, through
the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA).
i)
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and
Fisheries of Argentina - UCAR
This Agreement provides that FONPLATA, as executing entity, will
design regional integration studies
or projects to which the Argentine
Republic is a party. In that context,
during 2015 the Groundwater Management Plan in the Bermejo River
Basin was developed: Assessment
of Groundwater Resources in the basin to be used in agriculture and livestock production (Stage I). The first
stage has already been completed
and the relevant report submitted.

Financing for
development
During the past management, FONPLATA has taken part in a number of
events with other organizations involved in the financing for development. Exhibitions were made in the
International Workshop organized
by the Ministry of Planning, Budget
and Management on “O Financiamento para o Desenvolvimento”
(Development Funding) (Brasilia),
where FONPLATA joined CAF, BNDS
(Brazilian Development Bank), and
IADB. Additionally, FONPLATA participated in the Economic Forum of the
Chamber of Industry and Commerce
of Santa Cruz de la Sierra (CAINCO);
in the 20th Annual Meeting of LACEA (Santa Cruz de la Sierra); in the
Bolivian International Infrastructure
Summit (Santa Cruz de la Sierra); and
in the General Assembly of ALIDE
(Cancun); among others.

ii)
Department for Livestock
of Paraguay - IICA
The agreement operates through
the IICA, the entity responsible for
providing technical assistance to the
Department for Livestock for the
development of the ovine chain in
Paraguay. In 2015, a Strategic Plan
with an Investment Program for the
Ovine Chain in Paraguay and a training program was prepared.
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Art and cultural
integration

Closer to our
communities

Supporting
the most
disadvantaged

FONPLATA’s member countries – despite their differences - share many
common cultural features. This year,
FONPLATA promoted the cultural integration of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Paraguay and Uruguay by supporting
the 15th International Film Festival
(FENAVID), and provided support to
the National Institute of Film and Audiovisual Arts (INCAA) of Argentina.

Throughout this year, FONPLATA’s
Executive President and some of its
experts lectured at local universities
in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, introducing
the organization, telling its history,
and mentioning some of the most
relevant ongoing projects in the
member countries.

A group of FONPLATA officials and
people related to it have been part of
the Committee for Volunteerism and
Corporate Social Responsibility of
the organization for years, supporting disadvantaged groups of Santa
Cruz de la Sierra.

This activity took the form of a regional film festival where films produced by the member countries
were shown. The festival, in addition
to showing films and short films,
was also a space for information and
gathering, and a meeting point for
Latin American cinema knowledgeable experts and enthusiastic young
people who are making their way in
the audiovisual field.
The encounter between FONPLATA
and FENAVID was part of the project
financed by the institution aimed at
creating a national programming entity and a movie theater network for
the promotion and dissemination of
audiovisual content from Argentina
and the region, along with INCAA.

FONPLATA was also present in the
community of San Ignacio de Velasco
celebrating its foundation 267 years
ago. The Fund provides support to
the Bolivian Road Administration
(ABC) through a road project that
connects San Ignacio de Velasco to
the rest of the country, a road that is
under construction. This project that
has led to expectations among the
population for decades, and started
to become a reality in January 2014
when an agreement was signed for
the construction of the road between Río Uruguaito and San Ignacio
de Velasco.

In this regard, during 2015 activities
were developed to provide support
to Hogar Luz de Mundo, an organization that houses disadvantaged
children from the neighborhood Barrio Plan 3000, and to several senior
centers through the Hombres Nuevos Foundation.
For such purpose, the members of
the Committee organize activities
such as fundraising, ruffling; recycling
of paper, newspapers, cardboard and
other office supplies; toys and clothing drives, among other activities.
Donations were made possible
thanks to the solidarity of FONPLATA’s employees and the institution
itself that complements the above
donations.

Moreover, during 2015 FONPLATA
provided support to the International Theater Festival of Santa Cruz de
la Sierra, “Multiplicando miradas”,
which involved casts from 16 countries including Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. This festival has prompted the region to train
new generations of professionals
involved in performing arts.
As part of the regional integration
efforts and within the framework
of the 40th FEXPOCRUZ, during 10
days FONPLATA made its projects
known - for the third consecutive
year. At the trade exhibition, about
2400 local and foreign exhibitors
from different fields participated.
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HEADQUARTERS
Tel: (+591-3) 315 9400
Zip Code: 2690
Irala Avenue N° 573
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia
PROJECT MONITORING OFFICE
Tel: (+595-21) 453 320
Mariscal López Avenue N° 957
Faro del Río Building, 1st floor Tower “B”
Asunción, Paraguay
WEBSITE
www.fonplata.org
E-MAIL
contacto@fonplata.org
FACEBOOK
fonplata
TWITTER
@fonplata
YOUTUBE
Fonplata

